
Devon County Show Committee 
Saturday, 10.00 am 12th June, 2021, by Zoom 

Present:  Liz Westcott (LW), Stephen Ide (SI), Harriet Brooks Brownlie (HBB), Alan Binge 
(AB), John Heal (JH), Maggie Heal (MH), Jack Mummery (JM), Bill Pyle (BP), Viv Thorn 
(VT) 

Chair:  LW   Notes:  HBB 

1. Chairman’s remarks: Thanked all for attendance and efforts; this has been an especially 
complicated show to organise.   

Noted that if there is a delay to the Government’s planned opening up, the show will still go 
ahead as planned. 

Other remarks covered later. 

2. Apologies: Tony Lindsell (TL), Jane Schindler-Ord, James Schindler-Ord 

3. Agreement of previous meeting and virtual signing 

BP – if there is difficulty in producing bees for the Chamber then BP will bring his 
observation hive in place of the Chamber. The Obs hive might, in many ways, work better 
than the chamber and that BP’s additional information (posters etc) would be attractive and 
informative (HBB also has a colourful backcloth that can be used).  We will not use the old 
backboard this year as it needs to be re-painted.   

Minutes signed virtually by chairman. 

4. Matters arising:  

Person Action  
 

HBB & 
James 

signage Not yet 

HBB Danco timeline Our tent should be up by Sunday 27th 
June 

“ details of on-site bankers These were passed to AB, who has 
sorted out the necessary forms 

“ request admission tickets and car 
passes (minus ST numbers) 

In progress – tickets are day-specific so 
needed more thought 

VT & HBB Receipt of scones Now redundant – see later 
VT check guidelines on disposable glove 

use 
Not yet 

SI DCS map for entrants In hand 
MH identify gaps in the stewards rota In hand – see later. 
TL Borrow live bee demo net from 

Taunton 
Not possible; alternative planned – see 
later 

LW Commentators for live bee 
demonstrations 

Confirmed:  Chris Smith – Fri & Sun; 
Dave Packham (RBI) - Sat 



LW 
(Bookers 
list) 

• sanitising wipes 

• disposable gloves 

• handgels – all stalls plus 2 x public 
stations, Hornets Nest, Office 

• disposable cups 

• face masks 

Not yet 

  

5. Layout of tent: 

Confirmed that there will be no trade stands in front of tent, and we will be adjacent to Aisle 
A so can open the front of the tent and sell outwards – hence ToH and HS can be in their 
usual places. This will free up middle of the tent for displays and competitions entries. 

We will need to be aware of pegs and guy ropes at the front of the tent but we may still need 
to manage the flow of people at the front anyway.  Also, direct sunshine on ToH could be a 
problem.   

Breakdown of entries per class still not provided (would help to plan the class display, also SI 
and AB need that information for admin purposes).  SI to encourage Lisa to provide this data. 

Adams will be at the back of the tent because their shelving really requires them to be backed 
by the tent. 

The Wax (Blue) table can be at the end of the central island of displays so that three sides are 
clearly visible. 

It was not yet known whether there will be limits on the headcounts in tents at the 
show.  HBB to confirm H and S guidance from the show nearer the time. 

St Bridget’s – LW has emailed them and indicated that the layout will be different, and that 
their floral display will be part of our control of inflow and outflow of visitors.  The display 
will be backed by the decorative WBC. 

6. Methods of payment: 

Two more izettles had been obtained by LW for ToH and CR.  LW will bring these on the 
Sunday of set-up.  Izettles can give broken-down reports so that we can distinguish the 
takings per stall 

Stewarding: MH reported current situation: 

• Friday a.m. covered.  There are still gaps for the middle shift and the afternoon.   

• Sat and Sun – as usual fewer volunteers so we could do with another call-out for these days. 



Obs / chamber – BP confirmed that 2 people is best.  MH – suggest a second person during 
the middle shift. 

Mike Ticehurst has offered to attend Fri and Sun (with laptop) to advise beekeepers who wish 
to ask questions about e-returns (MH to put him on the Information stand) 

Judging – SI will need 2 judges’ stewards, but probably won’t need a runner.  LW will stand 
in for JM during judging (so no additional help needed on HS during this time). 

We need to be aware of security on the stands.  We will need to check vulnerable points 
when we set up and maybe we can have less on display or use trellis if necessary.   

Social distancing of stewards on stands needs to be considered but we should have enough 
tables to make the stands slightly larger if needed. 

Asian Hornet – Gerry will have one assistant per day. 

ToH – 1 person plus VT early morning, then more in later shifts. 

MH will allocate roles to volunteers where they have not stated a preference. 

7. Flying bees + netting + commentary: 

TL has the framework for a gazebo and will see whether it could be used as a temporary bee 
net instead of our current frame. 

If we feel that there are safety concerns with the flying bee set up, it may be better not to have 
demonstrations of the hive and instead just have the hive there for people to watch.  The Obs 
hive is very informative for people. 

8. Taste of Honey - Cream, scones 

Fridge temperatures should be monitored and recorded regularly i.e. the core temp of food 
(insert probe in the cream).  This should start at the time of receipt of the cream (and after 90 
mins when it should have reached its correct storage temp). A fridge thermometer record 
chart is in the ToH folder and will be made available.  LW has the Food Hygiene regulations, 
as provided by JM, and will bring them to the show.  JM has a food hygiene certificate. 

Mullers are no longer supplying cream.  Roddas have offered to donate 5 free tubs.  LW will 
purchase the rest (i.e. 30 to be paid for plus 5 free – total £150 instead of free).  The surplus 
to be sold off on showground as usual to try to recoup some money. 

Honey donations are poor at the moment and potentially honey will need to be 
purchased.  The selling price of the scones was discussed.  Given the many complicating 
factors this year it was agreed to retain the previous price for the ToH scones. An accurate 
unit-cost should be calculated as it would be useful for informing this decision in the future. 

Scones to be delivered to the showground on the Thursday. 



Roddas will deliver the cream to LW at home.  They will post it to LW (shelf life at least 10 
days) so she can bring the cream to the showground as and when it is needed. 

9. Presentation of Prizes: 

No formal presentation to take place.  Sara Bretherton has been informed (usually presents 
Frank Alston trophy).  Prize winners to be given trophies and certificates when they come to 
collect their entries.  This could be photographed for publications. 

Also: 

i. Fri - After judging - coloured stickers will be applied to prize-winning entries. 

ii. Fri – laminated sheets with each class winner to be put on display. 

iii. Sun morning – list of trophy winners displayed. 

  

10. Hornet’s Nest and office: 

SI is bringing motorhome to act as an office.  Tiverton Branch is supplying a tent for the HN 

Other gazebos could be used for storage and scone preparation.  We will make decisions on 
final placement of these during the week prior to the show. 

11. Stall Holders comments: 

• ToH – VT may need to brief volunteers on hygiene etc, although it is likely that there will 
be experienced stewards who have worked the ToH stall before. 

AB confirmed that the floats for each stall will be put together and brought to the 
showground by SI and distributed by TL! 

• Obs – nothing further 

• HS – honey for sale is currently sparse but stocks may increase nearer to the show.  JM has 
just taken delivery of new tins of polish which are 100g; thus there will be both 80g and 100g 
tins on sale at a pro rata price. 

• CR – It was still being decided (based on government guidelines) what would be possible in 
terms of live demonstrations or public candle making.  Kits would be definitely available for 
sale.  The situation may also be reviewed when the show is in process (e.g. depending on 
numbers of people in the tent, children in attendance etc). 

  

12. Any other business: 

• To note:  Competition - SI very pleased with entry numbers. 



• It was agreed that the minutes of these meetings could be again posted on the DBKA 
website.  LW to arrange with Mike Ticehurst. 

  

13. Time and date of next meeting: 

It was agreed that the format for the debrief at the end of the show would be: 

i. LW / HBB to speak to stall-holders and volunteers each day of the show for ongoing 
review (comments will be unattributable). 

ii. LW and HBB to discuss and HBB to draw up list of particular aspects for forward 
discussion (as necessary). 

iii. 12.00 Monday 05-07-21 at DCS showground, lunchtime meeting of as many committee 
members as possible (without non-committee members). 

iiii. Committee to hold a meeting, with lunch, at a time and venue to be confirmed. 

  

Action points: 

  

Person Action 
HBB To confirm DCS guidelines on H and S with DCS 
HBB & 
James 

Signage – various (according to the previous action) 

HBB Tickets, car passes, camp permits etc 
VT To produce laminated information for volunteers on ToH  (Note: LW will bring 

folder with Hygiene information, temp chart, etc to the Show). 
  SI Obtain competition data (entries per class) 
LW More calls for volunteers for where there are gaps in the stewards’ rota. 
LW (Bookers 
list) 

• sanitising wipes 

• disposable gloves 

• handgels – all stalls plus 2 x public stations, Hornets Nest, Office 

• disposable cups 

• face masks 

   

Close of meeting 11.50 

 


